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Three terrorists killed in encounter with security forces in J&K's Anantnag
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Avengers: Infinity War TV spot released—Watch the mind-blowing teaser
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Sunil Chhetri hat-trick takes Bengaluru to ISL finalSunil Chhetri hat-trick takes Bengaluru to ISL final

Navjot Kaur climbs to No.2 in world wrestling rankings
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WI 24/0 (2.2) Vs NED
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Vantage Point - Centrist, populist, charismatic: Can Kamal Haasan become Tamil Nadu's Macron?
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Oscars 2018 were predictable and boring, and overlooked true winners
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The Sultry Sanskari: Sridevi’s iconic screen persona merged the heroine and the vamp

Madhavan Narayanan
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